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REIMAGINE IT

Imagination has no limits! Specifically, when it comes to 
reimagining a bath space, it goes beyond the ordinary. 
While this may appear simple, a wide range of alternative 
combinations, such as prints and colours on surfaces, 
unique material textures, and sanitary ware finishes, may 
truly elevate a space. Put it all together on a mood board 
to see how well it functions.

The vibrant touch of design inspires the 
legacy that goes beyond the ordinary. 
Thinking, creating, and experiencing 
grandeur begins with a vision, and the 
bold decor vision elevates the human 
touch.

Splash of Colours

Handcrafted to Redefine
Gracious Living

It's time to embody compelling 
craftsmanship for superior convenience 
through continuous lifestyle innovations. 
Combining style with comfort, a rimless 
toilet is an awe-inspiring choice when 
rethinking the perfection of a bathroom.

An Unforgettable Journey 
of Design

The bath spaces could 
become the emblem of 
perception and perfection 
with a combination of 
Vibrant finishes and new 
colours such as blue, green, 
indigo and more. Prepare to 
mindfully put your hands on 
tinted products that take you 
to a world of tasteful 
sophistication.

https://www.africa.kohler.com/about-us
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BLACK AND BEAUTIFUL

The exquisitely designed shower heads, 
modern technology, and artistic designs 
lead to a new-age showering experience. 
Grace with a deep colour that creates 
classic design wonders. Bring the 
futuristic feel with bold colours to carve a 
bolder era in Black.

Matte Black Style Of  Showering

Timeless Black
Black expresses, fascinates, and adds a 
hint of drama to every space. Celebrate 
the timeless functionality of Matte Black 
to rethink the nature of luxury. 

With BLACK, you can create a new era of engaging elements since; it follows inspiration 
from varied cultures, statement-making themes, and a selective suite of distinctive 
design and colour choices. Black is the beginning of a dramatic aura that redefines the 
attitude of spectacular spaces.

Brace Black

With intuitive controls and personal user outlets, you can step into a new style of 
showering that is bold and dramatic. Choosing black shower heads redefines the 
entire look of your ultra-luxurious bathroom. Bring the shower controls to your 
fingertips and experience the majesty of the Black Universe like never before.

https://kohlercampaign.com/matte-black/
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GO GREEN

Have you ever thought that Nature inspires us in countless ways? Adopting the 
environment's inspiration can transform your bath space's entire feel. Add in some 
creative interpretations and compile them with your kind of design attributes to 
elevate the pleasure of greens.

With the gorgeous green elements, you 
can convert your bath spaces into 
tropical rainforests. Combine luxury with 
Nature's muses and a dash of design 
inspiration. The leaf-patterned walls and 
subtle tiles can create a pleasing visual 
effect. Nature is one of our most 
inspiring muses, and distinctive design 
inspiration can make it BOLDER. The 
wall's leaf print design and the floor's 
patterned tiles can create a pleasing 
visual effect. 

Blend the shades of Nature with the 
Peacock-coloured range to finish an 
awe-inspiring look. You can elegantly 
play with gold faucets and finishes for a 
breathtaking appearance. Bring the 
grace of greens to your bath space and 
nestle in your forest sanctuary. 

Peacock for Greens

The Muses of Nature

Green is the colour of prosperity. 
Experimenting with the aesthetics of 
your bath space can create a
meta-tropical feel. With blue, indigo, 
white and more, you can thoughtfully 
shape the Green Grace in your 
bathroom. You can however, choose to 
embrace Nature's symphony with a 
round gold mirror and contrasting walls.

The Green Grace

https://kohlercampaign.com/coloursbykohler/
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While living in an era of TechNOWlogy, it’s important to follow the way of tech-
backed bathrooms. With innovations that go beyond belief, you can elevate your 
toilet and showering experience like never before! 

Sync the Future
with the Present

TechNOWlogy

Gather yet another emblem of design 
and collaborate on the essence of 
your powder room with tech-backed 
toilets, smart bathtubs, one-touch 
lamps, and more. While following the 
vision of TechNOWlogy, you can light 
up your bath space with fluorescent 
shades and state-of-the-art finish 
layouts. Begin with your craft 
preference and transform the entire 
mood of your place.

Blend of Tech 
and Art

While keeping your bath spaces tech-
centric, it is significant to go beyond 
the expected. You can take control of 
the luxurious experience with DTV 
shower controls. On the contrary, 
patterned walls and subtle flooring 
can create an innovative bath palace.

Distinction of 
TechNowlogy

You can create your bathing paradise 
with our innovations, from Intelligent 
Toilets to Digital Showering systems 
to touch mirrors. Not only that, but the 
abundant features like automatic 
flushing, foot warmers, Bluetooth 
connectivity, heated seats, and more 
reconcile the picture of Gracious 
Living. With a wave of sustainability 
evolving with functionality, it’s time to 
sync the future with the present. Put 
forth a cleaner impression and be 
ready to invite compliments.

https://kohlercampaign.com/intelligent-toilet/
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ALL THAT GLITTERS IS GOLD

The right choice of materials and 
subdued colours make the bathroom 
extremely elegant. Mix the golden-
beamed interior with statement-making 
faucets to reconcile the warmer tones. 

Storms of a Warmer Tone

The Golden Inspiration
Contemporary and rich, you can make your bathroom everything with the shimmering 
golden theme. Begin with an elevated showering area finished in exquisite Turkish 
marble that stands as a masterpiece. Blend the theme with sophisticated gold fixtures 
and fittings. The textured, golden-coloured, coordinated walls provide a natural canvas 
for the classic bath spaces.

Highly functional and aesthetic, the sleekness and luxurious accents of golden shine 
add a timeless allure, making bathrooms share an immersive presence.

https://kohlercampaign.com/vibrant-french-gold
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SOMETHING BLUE

Manifesting fascinating experiences often needs the inspiration to design a bath 
space. Imagine subtly grace to any environment; in-line perfect products to 
introduce a character to the bathroom. To liven up your area with the reflection 
of your design quotient, a Blue and BOLD ocean is all you need.

A diamond tiled flooring in white and 
grey neutral tones adds a sophisticated 
charm to the space. In contrast, the 
pastel blue wall tiles with a rusted 
stucco finish wall exude unprecedented 
magnificence. Calm, luxurious, and 
peaceful this combination is a perfect 
retreat.

Chinoiserie wallpaper and white paint 
on the half walls allow the space to 
reflect a British farmhouse look. 
Compiled with a chic vase and 
minimalist decor creates an edgy and 
minimalist statement. Concurrently, the 
cemented patterned flooring adds to the 
grace of your bath spaces.

Blue with White

A doop set-up Luxo vanity and glass 
partitioned showering zone elevates 
the space. Blend it all with a white 
bathroom suite and contrasted walls to 
interweave the endless charm of your 
bathroom. Reimagine your bath space 
with Blissful Blue.

Blues with Deep Rust

Blue Bliss

https://kohlercampaign.com/vive-launch/
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WHITE ON WHITE A blend of Cleanliness, Purity, 
Simplicity, and Freshness is what you 
seek for your home. Undoubtedly, White 
celebrates purity with simplicity in your 
bathroom. Subsequently, you can add 
an artistic element to your bathroom 
with contemporary lighting, contrast 
walls, patterned floors, and plants. Let's 
make a sophisticated yet sumptuous 
statement and move beyond what is 
unimaginative.

The haven of White soothes 
consciousness like no other hue. 
Discover the luxurious sync of 
auspicious aesthetics and ergonomic 
comfort with the White Suite. Leap to a 
true rimless design that exudes style in 
your bathroom. Discover the luxurious 
blend of contemporary aesthetics with 
ergonomic comfort, thanks to a 
distinctively designed seat. Experience 
the soothing rimless design that adds 
elegance and style to your bathroom. 
The placement of a White tabletop vessel 
can transform the entire vibe. Enter an 
unbelievable era that evolves with 
opulence, and explore your design-sense 
with the serenity of White.

The Serene White

An island of tranquility is created by a 
unique vision to bring the best of nature 
inside your bathroom. Placing indoor 
plants as natural air purifiers infuses the 
area with joyous vitality. Utilizing White 
tones, seasonal plants, and flowers 
helps you relax after a busy day by 
reducing stress. The luxurious shower 
and bath designs in White complete the 
look by bringing the best aspects of 
nature into your place.

Oasis of Tranquility

https://kohlercampaign.com/modern-life-edge-collection
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Find your FLOWer

Bright and Bold

The black and white Terrazzo, in 
combination with multi-coloured 
hexagonal tiles flowing from wall to floor, 
adds a punch of drama and colour to 
the bathroom. The arches bring 
character to the space by dividing the 
room into varied zones. Make it above 
the conventional with an unapologetic 
range of faucets, toilet seats, bathtubs, 
mirrors, and more that suit your design 
preference.

Elevating a bath space with the 
elements of nature is a one-of-a-kind 
thing that glitters artistically. Rethink the 
visual metaphor and bloom it with a 
flowery craft that arrives straight out of a 
dream.

The vibrant primary colours on the wall 
reflect an artistic appeal, while the 
tropical patterns on the wall, filled with 
flowery texture, captivate your visual 
senses and elevate charm. The briolette 
basin blends seamlessly with the 
aesthetics of the space. With the craft of 
design specifications, choose to create 
a state-of-the-art bathroom.

Playful Textures

https://kohlercampaign.com/dutchmaster.php
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Why WOODN’T you

The Wonder of Wood

A blend of earthy and elegant, edgy yet 
timeless, is perhaps all you need to 
design an inspirational rustic bathroom. 
The majestic balance of matte beige 
tiles with rough textures support the 
backdrop. You can overpower the vibe of 
your bathroom space with bolder 
colours like Thunder Grey, Black, and 
Rose Gold to sync with the wonder of 
the wood theme.

The rock-cut wood walls envelop a 
dramatic statement as soon as one 
walks in. The monochromic grey walls 
and floors combined with the American 
wood paneling give the room a classic 
character. Altogether, the opulent and 
bold design will transform the bathroom 
into a highly functional yet magical 
space.

Let the wonder of wood uplift the bath 
space with a smart showering system, 
forefront mirrors and fascinating faucets. 
Discover the new world of elegance with 
a wholesome woody theme.

https://kohlercampaign.com/bathtubs/
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COOK UP A STORM
WITH KOHLER

Kitchen spaces are some of the most 
personal environments in any home, 
seconded only by bath spaces. While 
cooking new inspirations, placing the 
products that garnish one’s experience 
and design quotient is significant. 
Unwind the artistic vision and transcend 
the atmosphere for an experience 
unparalleled with a timeless range of 
kitchenware.

Equipped with exclusive Oil-Resistant 
Finish (ORF) patented technology for 
oil-free cooking enjoyment, choose the 
captivating kitchenware to reconcile the 
glory of your space. Subsequently, the 
minimalist themes and soothing tones 
serve unmatched perfection. Bring 
home the magic of little details, and 
convey a sense of luxury with a poetic 
design expression.

Bring Bold Fascination

Engraved with an elegant and rustic 
touch, your Kitchen collection can 
redefine sophistication in every possible 
sense. Chase a clean silhouette of 
innovation while complementing the 
design details of your cooking room in a 
minimalist style. Let’s celebrate the 
essence of home together, and decode 
the desire for a distinctive kitchen.

Decode the Desire

https://kohlercampaign.com/kitchen/
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Greet the new year by orchestrating an 
interplay of elegance and wonders. Red 
is the colour of primal passion and 
emotions, while blue defines the 
freshness of the space. Not only that, 
but you can mindfully pick bright colours 
to establish the charm of your powder 
room. This holiday season, infuse 
unique designs into mundane bath 
spaces to create a lively experience 
zone. 

Grace the New Beginnings
Encased in crimson red colour, this 
bathroom throws a royal yet minimal 
statement. The contrasted basin and 
wall-hung fixtures stand out against the 
bold crimson walls.The white marble 
chevron-patterned flooring showcases 
class and reflects brightness in the 
room.

Celebrate Vibrance

Raise a toast to the new beginnings 
with an edgy, bold, and inspiring 
bathroom look, and keep the zest of 
craftsmanship for life and beyond.

The exposed brickwork wall with the 
freestanding bathtub and bath filler adds 
a touch of elegance while maintaining a 
rustic feel. The gold shower fixtures 
eloquently stamp the room's colour 
scheme and traditional architecture. 
Simultaneously, blue brings incredible 
bliss and creates the opulence of a 
private ocean. 

Ocean of Perfection

The much-awaited 
holiday season is 
right around the 
corner, adorned with 
Christmassy tints. 
Dazzle the new 
beginnings with 
generous grace and 
make each moment 
more memorable.

TIS THE SEASON

https://kohlercampaign.com/anthem-showering.php
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I arrived as a young architect to 
Los Angeles in 1988 just two years 
out of architecture school and I 
was very blessed to work for a 
good but very small design firm in 
Los Angeles called ZIMMERMAN 
& partners. This was a small firm 
that did very high-end residential 
and commercial projects. As a 
young architect I could not have 
asked for anything better because 
it was hands-on experience 
learning the craft of design 
detailing and specifications. This 
firm introduced me to Kohler 
plumbing fixtures in 1988 and soon 
after that, I was very fortunate to 
start my own practice and continue 
to specify Kohler as the only 
bathroom fixture brand in my 
designs for plumbing. 

JOE OSAE-ADDO
CEO, Constructs R+D 
Chairman, Archiafrika 

Associate, Ghana Institute 
of Architects

As a solo 
practitioner, my first 
project was a 
house in the 
southern suburbs 
of Los Angeles for 
a very young 
surgeon who 
agreed to use 
Kohler throughout 
his 10,000 square 
feet house. Thirty 
years later the 
Kohler fixtures are 
still working, and he 
couldn't be happier. 
I used Kohler for both my high-end 
projects and small remodeling projects 
with much lower budgets because Kohler 
had the look and the integrity that suited 
clients of all income brackets. I am very 
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My projects are never fussy I don't believe 
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150 years ago, 
Kohler emerged as 
a new horizon of 
design, thinking, 
and innovation.
Conceptualizing 
art, captivating 
craftsmanship, and 
carving a dramatic 
design orientation, 
have been the core 
of our approach. 

With a focus on "redefining the standard of gracious living," Kohler has 
achieved exceptional success and prospered for more than 31,000 workers 
globally. To everyone it has served, the brand has given perfection and joy.

LIVE THE POSSIBILITIES 
WITH KOHLER

Ensuring and delivering bold quality 
in products and services while 
completely respecting end users' 
senses and sensibilities Reinvesting, 
Recreating, and Recapturing 
operational excellence. We bring 
innovations to life.

Kohler's global impressions reflect 
how our artisans and craftsmen revive 
ideas from varied cultures, traditions, 
moments, and themes into 
extraordinarily celebrated designs.

CONSTANT AND
CONTINUED SUCCESS

https://www.kohlercompany.com/who-we-are/our-history/
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GET YOUR BOLD LOOK 2 Statement Oblong�14"�single-function�
rainhead,�2.5�gpm K-26294-BL

3 Statement Oblong�Vichy�single-function�
body�spray,�2.5�gpm K-26300-BL

6 Brazn Skirted�1pc�Toilet�Honed�Black,� K-EX22379T-SL-HB1
S-trap�400mm,�With�Quiet-close�
Seat�(exq)

9 Composed Single�Control�Tall�Lavatory�Faucet K-73159T-7-2BL

10 Purist Floor-mount�bath�filler�trim�with� K-T97328-4-BL
handshower

1 Anthem Digital�Control�2-6OT� K-28214-BL

4 Statement Round�single-function�
body�spray,�2.5�gpm K-26299-BL

5 Statement Oblong�three-function�
showerhead,�2.5�gpm K-26290-BL

7 Brazn Lithocast�Gloss�Bath�Oval K-21388T-HB1

8 Brazn Rectangle�Vessel�W/o�Deck�(exq) K-EX21060T-HB1

Side�Control

1 Vive� Single�Control�Monoblock� K-23975IN-4ND-RGD
Wall�Mount�Lav�Faucet

2 Vive� Geo�Vessel�Basin�without� K-28784IN-DGS
Faucet�Hole

3 Vive� Wh�Toilet�With�Seat K-26998IN-DGS

4 Vitality Inset�Circle�1000�mm K-22932IN-NA

2 Beitou Recessed�thermostatic�5-way� K-99868T-9-CP
trim

10 Purist Floor-mount�bath�filler�trim�with� K-T97328-4-CP
handshower

1 Dutchmaster Midnight�Floral�on�Carillon® 30333-DM2-0�
Round�Wading�Pool®�Vessel�
Lavatory

3 MLE� 600�Vessel K-21226IN-SS-0

4 Vitality� Column�Rectangle�1000�mm K-22928IN-NA

5 Aleo� Wall�Mount�Lavatory�Faucet� K-5683IN-4ND-CP
Trim

6 Presquile� Wall�Hung�Toilet�With�Quiet- K-18133IN-SS-0
close�Slim�Seat�Cove

7 Composed� Single-control�Side�Mount�Tall� 73050T-7-AF
Lavatory�Faucet�With�Drain

8 Briolette 17-1/2"�round�vessel�glass� K-2373-B11
bathroom�sink,�no�overflow

9 Ceric 65"�x�31"�freestanding�bath�with� K-8336-0
center�toe-tap�drain

10 Ceric 65"�x�31"�freestanding�bath�with� K-8336-0
center�toe-tap�drain

2 Vitality� Column�Rectangle�1000�mm K-22928IN-NA

3 Hone Tall�Pillar�Tap K-22539IN-4-AF

4 Kankara Vessel�Basin�Without�Faucet� K-76601IN-0
Hole�In�Black

5 Anthem� Recessed�Mech�TH�Control�4OT K-26348IN-9-CP

1 Presquile� WH�With�Pureclean�Bidet�Seat K-6321IN-SS-0

6 Anthem� Recessed�Mech�TH�Control�4OT K-26348IN-9-BL

7 Aleo+� Tall�Lavatory�Faucet�Without�Drain K-72337IN-4ND-BL

9 MLE�� Wall�Hung�Water�Closet�with K77142INSHG1
Quiet�Close�Slim�Seat�Cover�
Thunder�Grey

8 MLE� 600mm�Vessel�Basin K-21226IN-HG1
Without�Faucet�Hole�In�Thunder�
Grey

11 Purist Floor-mount�bath�filler�trim�with� K-T97328-4-CP
handshower

12 WaterTile Square�54-nozzle�square�body K-8002-BL

� in�Matte�Black

1 Malleco� Pulldown�Kitchen�Faucet K-R562-SD-VS

4 Crue Pull-down�kitchen�sink�faucet�with� K-22972-2MB
three-function�sprayhead

2 Whitehaven Front�Single�Basin�Kitchen� K-6486-7�
Sink�,�Black

3 Sensate Touchless�pull-down�kitchen�sink� K-72218-3TR
with�two-function�sprayhead

4 Peacock� Forefront�Vessel�Bathroom K-5373IN-HP1
Basin�Sink�without�
Faucet�Hole�

2 Vive� Geo�Vessel�Basin� K-28784IN-0
without�Faucet�Hole

1 Vive� Single�Control�Tall� K-23967IN-4ND-CP
Lav�Faucet�Without�Drain

3 Vive� Vive�WH�Toilet�With�Seat K-26998IN-0

REIMAGINE IT

1 Beitou Recessed�thermostatic�5-way� K-99868T-9-AF
trim

2 Vitality Inset�Circle�1000�mm K-22932IN-NA

3 Vive� Single�Control�Monoblock�Wall� K-23975IN-4ND-AF
Mount�Lav�Faucet

5 Forefront Rectangular�Vessel�Lavatory�With� K-2660IN-1-0
Single�Faucet�Hole

4 Presquile� Wall�Hung�Toilet�With�Quiet-
close™�Slim�Seat�Cove

6 Veil Vessel�Without�Faucet�Hole K-77171IN-0

ALL THAT GLITTERS IS GOLD

WHY WOODN’T YOU

1 MLE�� 600�Vessel K-21226IN-SS-0

2 Veil Comfort�Height�Skirted� K-5401-PA-0�
One-Piece�Elongated�Dual-
Flush�Intelligent�toilet,�White

3 Forefront� Vessel�Bathroom�Basin�Sink�
without�Faucet�Hole�in�White� K-2660IN-1-0

4 MLE�� Single�Control�Lav�Faucet� K-25757IN-4ND-CP
� without�drain

5 Avid Tall�single-handle�bathroom� K-97347-4-CP
sink�faucet

6 Abrazo 66"�x�31-1/2"�freestanding�bath K-1800-0

WHITE ON WHITE

5 Vitality Inset�Circle�1000�mm K-22932IN-NA

4 Anthem Digital�control K-28214-2MB

6 Presquile� WH�With�Pureclean�Bidet�Seat K-6321IN-SS-0

1 Statement Oblong�18"�two-function� K-26297-2MB
rainhead,�2.5�gpm

7 Briolette� Vessel�Faceted�Glass�
Bathroom�Sink,�Translucent�
Sandalwood�Glass K-2373-TG7

3 Statement Oblong�three-function� K-26284-G-2MB
handshower,�1.75�gpm

8 Ceric 65"�x�31"�freestanding�bath�with� K-8336-0
center�toe-tap�drain

9 Purist Floor-mount�bath�filler�trim�with� K-T97328-4-CP
handshower

2 Statement Oblong�Vichy�single-function� K-26300-2MB
body�spray,�2.5�gpm

TIS  THE  SEASON

BLACK AND BEAUTIFUL

1 Numi Intelligent�elongated�dual-flush� K-3901-NSR-0
chair�height�toilet�with�standard�
remote

3 DTV+� Digital�Interface K-99693-P-NA

2 Anthem Digital�Control�2-6�OT K-28214-BL

4 Loure� Rectangle�Multi�Function�Rainpanel K-97168IN-CP

TechNOWlogy

4 Presquile� WH�With�Pureclean�Bidet�Seat K-6321IN-SS-0

1 Vitality Inset�Circle�1000�mm K-22932IN-NA

2 MLE�� 600�Vessel K-21226IN-SS-0

3 Composed� Single-control�Side�Mount 73050T-7-AF�
Tall�Lavatory�Faucet�With�Drain

6 Vive� Single�Control�Monoblock�Wall� K-23975IN-4ND-AF
Mount�Lav�Faucet

7 Ceric 65"�x�31"�freestanding�bath�with� K-8336-0
center�toe-tap�drain

5 Briolette 17-1/2"�round�vessel�glass� K-2373-TG2
bathroom�sink,�no�overflow

GO GREEN

SOMETHING BLUE

FIND YOUR FLOWer

COOK UP A STORM WITH KOHLER

Rainhead

3 Hone Kohler�Bathspout K-22543IN-AF

4 Rainheads Rainduet�Square�254mm K-18361IN-CL-AF

In�French�Gold�Finish

2 WaterTile Square�54-nozzle�square�body�����������K-8002-AF

� ����in�French�Gold

1 Anthem Recessed�Mech�TH�Control�3OT K-26347IN-9-AF

ANTHEM BY KOHLER
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ANTHEM BY KOHLER
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